Metabolism of haloforms to carbon monoxide. IV. studies on the reaction mechanism in vivo.
In vivo studies have been carried out in order to understand more fully the mechanism of haloform oxidation to carbon monoxide. A deuterium isotope effect on carbon monoxide production from chloroform was observed in both control and phenobarbital-treated rats. Diethyl maleate treatment decreased blood carbon monoxide concentrations produced from bromoform and chloroform and attenuated the effect of deuterium substitution on the metabolism of both compounds to carbon monoxide. Cysteine also decreased blood carbon monoxide concentrations seen after giving chloroform. A reaction mechanism similar to that proposed on the basis of in vitro data, which included a central role for dihalocarbonyl compounds in the formation of 2-oxothiazolidine-4-carboxylic acid, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide, is suggested for the in vivo metabolism of haloforms to carbon monoxide. These data indicate that carbon monoxide production may be a detoxification pathway for haloforms and that both the inhibition of carbon monoxide production from haloforms and the potentiation of haloform-hepatotoxicity by diethyl maleate are due to the depletion of glutathione.